In Place: Dancers + Architecture
An Exhibition of Photographs by Khalid Ibrahim
Curated by Amanda Harrell-Seyburn

Exhibition Opening: August 11, 2017 5:00-8:00pm
Exhibition runs August 11, 2017 until September 29, 2017

In this pure collaboration between photographer and dancer, these photographs capture the intersection of dance and architecture. This ongoing project explores how we create places and how our environment impacts movement. As we traverse through diverse architectural environments in our daily lives, these places inspire us to move and feel.

The exhibition also marks the celebration of east arbor architecture + gallery’s new space at 405 Grove Street, Michigan Energy Options Building.

east arbor architecture’s design studio is located in beautiful downtown East Lansing & specializes in historic preservation, traditional detailing, and critical regionalism. + gallery is an exhibition space located in our design studio & open to the public.

hours m-f 9:00am to 5:00pm or by appointment
Parking I City Hall Lot or Grove Street Garage